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Col� r Pale� e
OVER 26 COLOURS TO INSPIRE YOUR RESIDENCE 
Led by the latest in interior and exterior trends...
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COLOUR 
PALETTE

My

Welcome to your 
colour palette, 
curated to inspire 
you on choosing 
the perfect colour 
combination of 
windows and doors 
for your home. 

We have developed 
six design schemes 
split into collections, 
so you can choose 
the perfect tone to 
match your home 
both externally and 
internally, make you 
and your home smile!

The Coastal Collection
brings together restful 
tones, creating a sense 
of calm and comfort. 

The Cotswold Collection
colours associated 
with the outdoors, 
enveloping the 
countryside. 

The Dramatic Collection
don’t be afraid to 
embrace darker hues, 
to create an impactful, 
bold design. 

The Element Collection
these bare fi nishes 
are formulated using 
no foil, the pigment is 
added to the extrusion 
for a natural pared 
back look. 

The Forest Collection
combines all the 
colours and feelings 
of the forest, whilst 
replicating the 19th 

Century unpainted 
timber window.

The Industrial Collection 
infl uenced by modern 
industrial spaces, they 
are contemporary, 
yet timeless.

Which colour or colours 
will you choose? 

Enjoy your 
Residence journey!

R2 | Silvered Oak



0504

Get Inspired  

To help the creativity fl ow 
when starting upon your 
#myResidence journey, each 
of our colours has their own 
Pinterest board, packed full of 
inspiration to help you make the 
hard decisions a little bit easier.

You can fi nd these by 
searching “The Residence 
Collection” on Pinterest or by 
simply scanning the QR codes 
throughout this brochure.

Don’t just take our 
advice, head over to our 
Instagram profi le or search 
#ResidenceCollection and 
check out the hundreds 
of happy homes, proudly 
showcasing their new 
Residence Collection windows!

R7 | Chalk White | @the.squiffy.mill

scan me!

LOOKING FOR  
INSPIRATION?

CHECK OUT OUR 
PINTEREST BOARD

scan me!
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COASTAL
Col� r Co ection 

Clay

Sage

Grained 
White 

Pepper 
Oak

Grained 

R9 | Grained White 



0908 0908

Clay available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.

Clay*

A warm and charming neutral, Clay is a rich, 
earthy hue that creates the most charismatic 
and elegant of homes. So named because 
of the Severn clay river banks running through 
Gloucestershire.

Texture: Grained

* Special order - may incur a longer lead time & surcharge

Clay available both sides and 
external with Grained White internal.

Clay available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.
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R9 | Grained White | @little_loki_cat 

Grained White available 
both sides.

Grained 
White
 Nearest RAL 9003

Grained White is extremely versatile and suits 
all homes, this is why it’s our most popular fi nish. 
Offering a traditional brilliant white painted 
timber look, it represents harmony and balance.

Texture: Grained

Grained White available both sides. 
Dual colour; All colours available 
external with Grained White internal.

Grained White available 
both sides.
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Pepper Oak available both sides 
and external with Chalk White internal.

Pepper 
Oak*

Pepper Oak is a mid-tone grey with a coconut 
fi bre undertone. Peppered with the subtle oak 
fi nishes of a driftwood coastline, it is a perfect 
colour for an elegant, yet rustic appearance.

Texture: Grained

* Special order - may incur a longer lead time & surcharge

Pepper Oak available both sides and 
external with Grained White internal.

Pepper Oak available both sides 
and external with Chalk White internal.



1514 1514

Sage available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.

Sage*

There’s no better way to soften a home than with 
the tranquil shade of Sage. It is subtle enough 
to be neutral, but prominent enough to set the 
mood, inspired by the aromatic “healing” herb, 
creating a calming home vibe. 

Texture: Smooth

* Special order - may incur a longer lead time & surcharge

Sage available both sides and 
external with Grained White internal.

Sage available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.
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COTSWOLD
Col� r Co ection 

Cotswold 
Biscuit 

Cotswold 
Green

Clotted 
Cream

Painswick

R9 | Cotswold Green 

R9 | Painswick 

R9 | Clotted Cream 
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R9 | Cotswold Biscuit |@garden.wall.cottage.norfolk

Cotswold Biscuit available both sides. 
Dual colour: No.10 Black external 
with Cotswold Biscuit internal or 
Cotswold Biscuit external with 
Grained White internal.

Cotswold 
Biscuit
 Nearest RAL 1015

A darker, richer cream, it originated as a Bath 
Stone colour, often seen on the exteriors of 
houses in the West Country. Cotswold Biscuit 
offers a warming glow to your home. 

Texture: Grained
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R9 | Cotswold Green 

Cotswold 
Green
 Nearest RAL 6021

Cotswold Green is a very cheerful green, 
remaining lively in both bright sunlight or softer 
moonlight. A nod to our Cotswold heritage, when 
used with certain colours of house brickwork, 
render or cladding it becomes incredibly striking.

Texture: Grained

Cotswold Green available both sides. 
Dual colour: Cotswold Green 
external with Grained White internal. 

Cotswold Green only available 
external with Chalk White internal. 



2322 2322
R9 | Clotted Cream 

Clotted Cream available 
both sides.

Clotted
Cream
 Nearest RAL 9001

Afternoon tea wouldn’t be complete without 
it! Clotted Cream is a pretty, traditional colour, 
which creates delightfully inviting homes with a 
gentle warmth. 

Texture: Grained

Clotted Cream available both sides. 
Dual colour: Clotted Cream external 
with Grained White internal or Painswick 
external with Clotted Cream internal.    

Clotted Cream available both sides. 
Dual colour: Clotted Cream external 
with Chalk White internal.



2524 2524
R9 | Painswick 

Painswick available 
both sides.

Painswick
 Nearest RAL 7038

Named in honour of the historic wool town 
set in the Cotswold Hills, with a nod to the 
traditional era of Downton Abbey! The modest 
grey green of Painswick has become one of our 
most popular fi nishes in recent years. This rather 
indeterminate colour brings a softness to homes. 

Texture: Grained

Painswick available both sides. 
Dual colour: Painswick external 
with a choice of Grained White 
or Clotted Cream internal.    

Painswick only available external 
with Chalk White internal.
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DRAMATIC
Col� r Co ection 

No.10 Black

Noir

Rosewood

Eclectic Grey

Corse Lawn
R9 | Corse Lawn | @thecopperbeechhouse 

R2 | Eclectic Grey  

R9 | No.10 Black
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R7 | Corse Lawn

Corse
Lawn
 Nearest RAL 7039

Taken from the name of a pretty village 
in Gloucestershire, the richness of Corse 
Lawn is instantly appealing. With undertones 
of green, brown and grey it effortlessly creates a 
heritage modern look or classic 19th Century feel.

Texture: Grained

Corse Lawn only available 
external with Grained White internal.

Corse Lawn only available 
external with Chalk White internal.



3130 3130
R9 | Eclectic Grey | @springwoodshepherdhuts

Eclectic
Grey
 Nearest RAL 7016

Eclectic Grey has more interesting undertones 
than a typical pure grey, it is a smooth texture, 
perfectly mirroring an aluminium appearance. 
It’s bold tones have been embraced for use in 
both traditional and contemporary properties 
with fanatical zeal!

Texture: Smooth

Eclectic Grey available 
both sides.

Eclectic available both side
Dual colour: Eclectic Grey external 
with a choice of Grained White 
or English Oak internal.

Eclectic Grey available 
both sides and external 
with Chalk White internal.



3332 3332
R9 | No.10 Black 

No.10
Black
 Nearest RAL 8022

Named after the famous Downing Street door. 
It is imposing and authoritative looking, a staple 
and fashionable colour for many. It can make 
your property feel both dramatic and welcoming.

Texture: Grained

No.10 Black available as a dual 
colour: No.10 Black external with 
a choice of Grained White, English 
Oak or Cotswold Biscuit internal. 

No.10 Black only available 
external with Chalk White internal.



3534 3534

Noir*

Noir is as pure black as you can get. With an 
unsurpassable depth and an almost velvet 
quality, this true black requires some daring, but 
as an expressive accent, it will add structure and 
personality to any home. 

Texture: Smooth

* Special order - may incur a longer lead time & surcharge

Noir available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.

Noir available both sides and 
external with Grained White internal.

Noir available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.
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R7 | Rosewood 

Rosewood
 Nearest RAL 8017

Traditionalists will be drawn to this classic wood 
fi nish. Rosewood has very similar properties to 
that of brown, but it has red hues which give it an 
extra warmth.

Texture: Grained

Rosewood available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.
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ELEMENT
Col� r Co ection 

Vintage 
Cream

No.38 
Grey

Chalk 
White

R7 | No.38 Grey  

R7 | Chalk White  

R7 | Vintage Cream  



4140 4140

Chalk
White
 Nearest RAL 9016

The purity and cleanliness of Chalk White makes 
it a truly universal fi nish. The simplicity harmonises 
perfectly in any environment or colour scheme, 
which explains why it is such a strong choice for 
so many homes.

Texture: Smooth (unfoiled) 

Chalk White available as a solid colour. 
Dual colour: All colours available 
external with Chalk White internal 
except No.38 Grey, Vintage Cream & 
Grained White.

Chalk White available as a solid colour.
Dual colour: Chalk White internal 
with a choice of Ginger Oak, Honey 
Oak, Clay, Pepper Oak, Sage, Noir, 
Anodised, Bronze, Greyish or Pyrite 
external.

R7 | Chalk White 



4342 4342
R7 | No.38 Grey 

No.38 
Grey
 Nearest RAL 7035

With current trend towards the pastel colours 
No.38 Grey is now more relevant than ever. 
The understated hint of grey makes for a clean 
and almost graphic fi nish. Sitting contentedly 
as part of a calming scheme in homes both 
old and new.

Texture: Smooth (unfoiled) 

No.38 Grey available 
as a solid colour.

No.38 Grey available 
as a solid colour.
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R7 | Vintage Cream 

Vintage Cream available 
as a solid colour.

Vintage Cream available 
as a solid colour.

Vintage 
Cream
 Nearest RAL 9001

This classic creamy neutral was known in the 
18th and 19th centuries as a ‘common’ colour to 
denote its everyday suitability, now this hushed 
tone can be used widely in modern homes to 
offer an understated warmth, as an alternative 
to white.

Texture: Smooth (unfoiled) 
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FOREST
Col� r Co ection 

Silvered Oak

Irish Oak

Honey Oak

Golden Oak

Ginger Oak

English OakR9 | English Oak  

R2 | Silvered Oak  

R9 | Irish Oak  
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R9 | English Oak| @leesjody 

English Oak available 
both sides.

English 
Oak
 Nearest RAL 1002

The English Oak is undoubtedly one of Britain’s 
most iconic trees. The sandier tones of yellow 
and brown perfectly replicate the 17th Century 
unpainted oak windows.

Texture: Grained

English Oak available both sides. 
Dual colour: English Oak external 
with Grained White internal, or English 
Oak internal with a choice of No.10 
Black or Eclectic Grey external.  

English Oak available both sides.
Dual colour: English Oak external with 
Chalk White internal.



5150 5150

Ginger 
Oak*

An ambient mid-tone oak colour, Ginger Oak 
offers a auburn hue with realistic texture, bringing 
warmth and a hint of rustic to the right property.

Texture: Grained

* Special order - may incur a longer lead time & surcharge

Ginger Oak available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.

Ginger Oak available both sides and 
external with Grained White internal.

Ginger Oak available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.
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R7 | Golden Oak 

Golden 
Oak
 Nearest RAL 8003

Go for Gold! You can’t help but love the 
look of timber, but what we don’t love so much 
about timber is the amount of effort you have to 
put in to keep it in pristine condition. There’s no 
such worry with our timber alternative systems, 
that are virtually maintenance free.

Texture: Grained 

Golden Oak available 
both sides or external 
with Chalk White internal.
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Honey 
Oak*

Honey Oak is a rich wood effect with golden 
honeyed shades and a realistic oak grain. A 
warm colour palette with bronze and copper 
undertones will bring out the natural beauty of 
your home.

Texture: Grained

* Special order - may incur a longer lead time & surcharge

Honey Oak available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.

Honey Oak available both sides and 
external with Grained White internal.

Honey Oak available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.



5756 5756
R9 | Irish Oak 

Irish Oak available 
both sides.

Irish 
Oak
 Nearest RAL 1011

In comparison to some of the other oak fi nishes, 
Irish Oak is much softer and milder tone, making it 
a more attractive option for some. The freshness 
of Irish Oak, together with our gorgeous wood 
grain effect, gives your Residence windows an 
authentic timber character.

Texture: Grained

Irish Oak available both sides. 
Dual colour: Irish Oak external 
with Grained White internal. 

Irish Oak available both sides or 
external with Chalk White internal.



5958 5958
R2 | Silvered Oak  

Silvered Oak available both sides.

Silvered 
Oak
 Nearest RAL 7006

A truly stunning oak fi nish, the silver glistens like a 
frosty morning in the natural sunlight, imitating a 
weathered oak fi nish that is perfect for those who 
like a vintage look. Suitable for period homes or 
to add character to modern homes.

Texture: Grained

Silvered Oak available both sides 
or external Grained White internal.
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INDUSTRIAL
Col� r Co ection 

Anodised

Bronze

Greyish 

Pyrite



6362 6362

Anodised available both sides 
and external with Chalk White internal.

Anodised*

Gone are the days where grey was considered 
drab, it is now the perfect colour for creating a 
contemporary allure, anodised silver is uplifting 
and ultra-modern.

Texture: Smooth Metallic

* Special order - may incur a longer lead time & surcharge

Anodised available both sides 
and external Grained White internal.

Anodised available both sides 
and external with Chalk White internal.



6564 6564

Bronze available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.

Bronze*

This warming metal brings a lavish sense of style 
to your home and has resurfaced as the design 
industry’s metal of choice – adding an instant 
old-world-charm to any building.

Texture: Grained Metallic

* Special order - may incur a longer lead time & surcharge

Bronze available both sides and 
external with Grained White internal.

Bronze available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.



6766 6766

Greyish available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.

Greyish*
 Nearest RAL 7001

A minimalist grey that provides neutrality, 
sympathetically matches many other colours, 
creating a sense of calm.

Texture: Grained

* Special order - may incur a longer lead time & surcharge

Greyish available both sides and 
external with Grained White internal.

Greyish available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.



6968 6968

Pyrite available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.

Pyrite*

Pyrite metallic lustre with a pale brass-yellow 
undertone, earning its well-known nickname 
‘Fool’s Gold’. This colour really encompasses 
the industrial chic vibe, with a hint of luxury.

Texture: Grained Metallic

* Special order - may incur a longer lead time & surcharge

Pyrite available both sides and 
external with Grained White internal.

Pyrite available both sides and 
external with Chalk White internal.
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That classic look you want
Residence 9 has a range of colours and shades to suit 
different architectural periods and individual choices. 
17th Century windows were oak and left unpainted, 
whilst 19th Century windows were always painted. 

COLOUR 
OPTIONS

Residence 9

The inspirational dual colours can transform your 
home room by room, creating your perfect solution, 
this is your Residence 9.

Inside Colour Options

Matched
Grained 
White

Grained
White

Sage

Other

O
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tside C
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r O
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Clay

Pepper 
Oak

No. 10
Black

Corse 
Lawn

Eclectic
Grey

Noir

Anodised

Bronze

Greyish

Pyrite

Cotswold 
Green

Inside Colour Options

Grained 
White

Clotted
Cream

Matched

O
u
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id

e 
C

ol
ou

r 
O

p
ti

on
s

Other

Cotswold 
Biscuit

Painswick

English
Oak

Ginger
Oak

Honey
Oak

Irish
Oak

Silvered
Oak
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The way you want them to be
Residence 7 windows and doors are fi nished to 
perfection, combining a modern fl ush appearance 

COLOUR 
OPTIONS

Residence 7

with all your personalised choices, why not head to the 
website to fi nd your nearest installer and let your dream 
home become a reality.

Chalk 
White Matched

Inside Colour Options

English
Oak

Ginger
Oak

Honey
Oak

Irish
Oak

Golden 
Oak
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O

p
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Matched
Chalk 
White

Inside Colour Options

Anodised

Bronze

Greyish

Pyrite

Sage

Clay

Pepper 
Oak

Eclectic
Grey

Noir

Rosewood

O
u

tside C
olou

r O
p

tion
s

Clotted
Cream

Painswick

Cotswold 
Green

Grained
White

Corse 
Lawn

No. 10
Black

No.38
Grey

Vintage
Cream

Chalk 
White
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Noir

Ginger
Oak

Honey
Oak

Chalk 
White Matched

Inside Colour Options

No.38
Grey

Vintage
Cream
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Matched
Chalk 
White

Inside Colour Options

Anodised

Bronze

Greyish

Pyrite

O
u

tside C
olou
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p
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s

COLOUR 
OPTIONS

Residence 2

Chalk 
White

Clotted
Cream

Painswick

English
Oak

Irish
Oak

Silvered
Oak

Grained
White

Sage

Clay

Pepper 
Oak

Your home, your choice
Residence2 colour palette has been refi ned to refl ect 
modern, timeless tones, so you can tailor the colour 
and design to your home. The perfect alternative to 
aluminium.

Eclectic
Grey
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WINDOWS & DOORS

THE WAY THEY’RE
MEANT TO BETM

WINDOWS & DOORS

MEANT TO BE

WINDOWS & DOORSWINDOWS & DOORS

Unit C, Quedgeley West Business Park, 

Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 4PA

journey@residencecollection.co.uk

01452 300912  |  residencecollection.co.uk

� e Residence Collection is a registered UK trademark 
of Window Widgets Limited

#myresidence

Your Journey is just beginning...




